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The Application of Time Evolution Operators and
Feynman Diagrams to Nonlinear Optics
AMNON YARIV, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstroct-This paper develops a consistent formalism for describing
nonlinear opticalmixing and multiphotonprocesses of any arbitrary
order. The theory uses thetime-evolutionoperators
of quantum
mechanics, and the related Feynmandiagrams.

The solution of u(tb7 tu)
when the Hamiltonian is given by
(5) can be obtainedbyaperturbation
expansion in powers
of u(t). The result is [ I ]
u(tb, tu) = U(')(tb,f a ) t u(')(fb, f a ) t U(')(tb7 tu)

I. GENERAL BACKGROUND
HE purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the use of the
quantum mechanical evolution operator formalism and
the closely related technique of Feynman diagrams in deriving
the nonlinear constants characterizing different multiphoton
nonlinear optical processes.
As an illustration we apply the method to sum and frequency
generation,two-photonabsorption,
and various Raman processes. We start with a short review of the evolution operator
formalism [ 1J .
The eigenfunction $ ( t ) of an atom subjected to an electromagnetic field canbe obtained formally by solving the
Schrodinger equation

T

t

. . . U?)(tb7t u )t . .

*

(6)

where

or, equivalently, by operating onthe eigenfunction at time
tu with the evolution operator u(tb, t u )according to
J/(tb)

= u(tb, t u ) $ ( t u )

(2)

where U(tb t,) satisfies
where

If H does not depend on time, then it follows from (3) that
The manner in which we are going to apply this formalism
may perhaps be best illustrated by an example.
Consider the Raman scattering process in whch an atom (or
molecule), subjected to an optical field containing frequencies
w1 and o2and initially in the ground state n,absorbs a photon
where w, =Ern/&,Im)is the eigenfunction of H with energy at w1,emits a photon at w2 < w1 while making a transition to
E,, i.e., Hlm) = h a , Im) and z/rn>(ml= I .
state k. This process is illustrated in Fig. 1.Each scattering event
In the cases of interest to us we take the Hamiltonian as
results in the absorption of a photon ato1and the emission of
H(t) = Ho t V(t)
(5) a photon atwz . We may wish to calculate the rate at which o2
photons are generated per unit volume. This rate divided by the
where Ho is time independent and V(t) represents the time
ozphoton flux (photons . m-' * s - l ) gives us the exponential
dependent interaction of the atom withthe optical fields.
gain constant of the wz field (the Raman gain).
We calculate the rate at which an atom makes the Raman
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To calculate the expectation vahe of physical observables as
in (1 1) we need to obtain an expression for the wavefunction
to any desired order of perturbation. The optical field at the
atom. site is taken as

E ( t ) = -1E E 1 e i W ~ t1+ - E 2 e i w 2 t t c . c .
2

2
Fig. 1. Levels and frequencies involving a Raman scattering from state
n to k .

Since the basic scattering involves two photons, one at w1 and
a second at w 2 , we need to consider only the second-order
term, i.e., J 2 ) ( t ,0) so that
!?&) = I(klu(2)(t,O)In)12.

(9)

(1 5)

and the interaction Hamiltonian as

The perturbation is assumed turned on at to = -m at which
time the atom is in its ground state n. The eigenfunction at a
subsequent time t is
$ ( t )= $("(t) t $'"(t) t

. . $(")(t) + . . .

(1 7)

where from (2) and (6)

An alternate method would be to solve for the third-order

$'"'(t) = u@)(t,t0)In).
induced dipole moment of an atom subjected to fields El exp
(iwl t ) and E2 exp (iw2t). Specifically, we are looking for an Using (7) we write
induced dipole moment which is proportional to
E1eiWlt(~leiWt)*E,eiW~t
= I E 1~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ (10)
~ 2 ~ .

(1 8)

~ n >exp
= [-io,(t - t o ) ] In>

Since theexpectation value ofthe projection along the i
axis of the dipole moment operator is given by
( p i ) = ($(t)lpiI $(t)).

(1 1)

The desired dipole moment will result from terms such as
$(2)), ( $ ( o ) I p i I$(3)) where

($(')lpil

$'"'(t) f J q t , 0) $(O)

which using (4) becomes

(12)

since they involve the third power of the perturbation u(t).
Using the first approach the power per unit volume generated at w 2 is
p ( w 2 ) =NWn-+ k f i U 2

(1 3)

where

. exp [-iw,(tl

- t o ) ]In>d t l

.

(20)

Since V(t1) is, according to (16), a sum of four terms, the integrand in (20) is made up of four terms. One such term, for
example, resulting fromthepartof
V(t) involving ET exp
(--iw t ) will yield

,

is the transition rate per atom from In) to I k), and N is the
density of atoms.
Using the second approach, i.e., the 0n.e leading to (11), we
calculate the power dissipation at w 2 p(w2)=E2i dPi(w2)/dt,
where Pi is the polarization at a 2 , so that

where the bar denotes time averaging.
Either result, i.e., (13) or (14), can be obtained in a quick
and straightforward manner using Feynman diagrams. This
makes it possible to limit the considerations to resonant terms
which dominate the process, when such terms exist, while
ignoring the remaining terms.
By insisting that the results of (13) and (14) agree with each
other we will learn how to include finite linewidths in the
analysis.

(P1)mnETexP i(%T,
*

-

W)tl

exp (-iw,t exp) (iw,tO)d t , Im)

where p1 is the projection of p along E l . In (21) we added
the usual convergence factor y by letting w, -t 0
,
- i y . This
causes the integrand at t l = -m to be zero. We will show later
that if we leave y as in (21) it will account correctly for the
finite lifetime or linewidths ofthetransition.
The constant
factor exp (ionto)has been left out since it cancels out
(through multiplication byits
complex conjugate) in the
calculation of physical observables. As mentioned above
$")(t) has three more terms each of a form similar to (21)
but involving tu1,-a2,and +a2.These arise from using the
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remaining three terms of the Hamiltonian (16) in (20). We
thus have

!

El exp (i(wl - w,)t)lm>
+

( P I Imn

om,+ w l

- iy

+ ( ~ )mn
2

wm, - w 2 - i y
w,

(C)

used to obtain: (a)

Fig. 2. TheFeynmandiagrams

(b) +-wl,+w2(0.
(2 1
( 4 i-,
(3)
1,

E 2 exp ( i ( 0 2 - w,)t)lm)
+ ( ~ Im
2 n

(b)

(a)

E: exp ( i ( - 0 2 - w,)t)lm)

t w 2 - iy

Using (7) we write the second-order wavefunctions $(')(t)as

2,

$52

-w2(t).

1,

-,( 0 .
3

We note that each scattering, i.e., each vertex in the diagram
contributes one factor to thedenominator and thefactor is
equal to the energy in units of& of the atom and field after
the scattering minus the initial (t = t o ) energy. The second
factor in the denominator in (2S), as an example, is obtained
from ost w2 - (a1t a,). The remaining fourteen wavefunctions are obtained by taking all the possible permutations
of
+ w . , i, j = 1, 2 where our convention is such that
$(2)
"'fo'r
example, corresponds to emitting an wi photon
+wi,-wj 7
at t2 and absorbing an wi photon at tl ( f l > t 2 ) . We note
that $J:,,wi is not equal to
Using the diagram technique we can write the wavefunction
to any order of perturbation. As an example consider the process in which an atom makes a transition from state n to state
s while absorbing one photon at wl, one photon at w 2, and
emitting a photon at a 3 . One diagram describing this process
1s
. $J-w,,-u2,
(3)
w j , as shown in Fig. 2(c). We obtain by inspection

$?.;

$ci,-wi.

. exp

[-iwS(t- t l ) ]Is)(slu(tl)

exp [-iwm(tl - t z ) ] Im) X (yp2I ~ ( t 2 )

. exp

[-iw,(t2 - t o ) ]In) d t , dt, .

(23)

Since V(t) contains four frequency terms and appears twice in
(23) the full integration in (23) will yield 16 terms. A typical
term, asan example involving the use of -plETe-iWltz at t2
and -p2E;e-iWzt1 at t l is

-E*1 E2*E3

$%!,-w2,w3

=ccc
m

k

8,ti3

s

.- (~l)rnn(~2)krn(~3)skexp
i(-an(urn*-

~

1

( w) k n -

~1

-

0 2 )

~1

-

0 2

( ~ s -a a1 -

+ w3)t

~2

Is).

-I-

(26)
The total number of
+wi,
combinations is 63 = 216
inside the triple summation. The tremendous advantage of the
diagrammatic representation is that it enables us to single out
and write down very simply the terms which dominate in any
given physical situation. This will become clearer in the examples which follow.

$pii, +kk

A convenient way to represent (24) is through the use of a
Feynman diagram, as shown in Fig. 2.Time increases from
the bottom to the top. Each solid line segment represents an
eigenstate. The atom starts at to in state n , scatters at t2 into
state m by absorbing a photon at wl. This scattering is accounted for by the factor
(pl),,ETe-iW1 t / ( ~ , , - w1 - iy)
in (24). The next "scattering" is at t l and involves an absorption of a photon at w 2 . A negative frequency denotes absorption and is represented by an arrow terminating at a vertex,
while an arrow starting at a vertex denotes the emission of a
photon. A casewhere thetransition from state y1 to s involves the absorption of a photon at w1 and the emission of
a photon atw 2 ,as an example, is shown in Fig. 2(b).
The corresponding contribution to ~ ) ( ~ )can
( t )bewritten
by inspection

11. FREQUENCY
ADDITION

In this section we will calculate the nonlinear susceptibility
which describes via the relation
lJ k

dW3=wl+W2

p y 3 = w , + w *- w 3 = w 1 + w 2
- dijk
E 2 El

the induced polarization along the i direction
pi(t)= Re(p~3=Wl+ 2 e"3t)

(28)

due to input fields Re(ElieiWlt) and Re(E2keiWZt)polarized
alongj and k , respectively.
The total atomic dipole moment is obtained from
( ~ i ( t )=)($(t)lPil

$J(t))

(29)

so thatcontributions containing the electric field to second
power as in (27) must come from
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Fig. 3. Feynman diagram used in treating two-photon absorption.

The probztbility of finding the atom in some state k at time
t i s I (kI $(t>)
l 2 so thmt th.e transition probability due to twophoton absorption is
(33)

we obtain for the transition rate
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ing the change in theintensity I , of El to the number of
transitions per unit time per unit volume.

--f---T
where Iw is the intensity (W/m2) at a,and N k and Nn are the
population densities of level k and n, respectively. Using I , =
(ec/nl) IEl 12/2we obtain

Fig. 4. Energylevels

+I

andFeynman
diagramsinvolved
scattering.

in Ramal

which, using (42) gives

IV. RAMAN PROCESSES
As a more detailed example of the diagram formalism we
consider the case of Raman processes in which an atom
initially in the ground state n absorbs a photon at w l , emits
one at o2, while making atransition to thestate k. The
situation is depicted inFig. 4. The situation is identical to
that considered in the previous section, except that here the
second photonat w2 is emittedratherthan absorbed. This
causes the o2 arrow in the Feynman diagram of Fig. 4 to
have the opposite sense to that in Fig. 3. We can use directly
the result of Section 111 and merely reverse the sign of w2.
Using (34) we obtain for the transition probability

*g(wkn= ~1 + WZ).

(43)

Next we will describe the same Raman scattering leading
to (43) byadifferentapproach.
Instead of using theconcept of a transition rate we will calcualte the induced dipole
momentat w2 of an atominteractingwiththe
w1 and w2
fields, To make sure that we treat the problem to the same
order of interaction we look for a dipole momentcubic in
the applied field amplitudes.
( p j )0:E

~ E T E ~exp i(ol- o1t 0 2 ) t

= IEl I2EzeiwZt.

(39)
In (39) it wasassumed that one term m dominates, so that
the summation over m is omitted. As in (38) we introduce
the normalized Raman lineshape function g ( w k n ) such that
g ( w k n ) d w k nis the probability of having W k n within the interval dmkn. Multiplying (39) by g(ukn) dwkn and integrating leads to

Such acontribution to p i which involves thethird power
of E can come from combinations such as ($(')lpj1 $('I),
($(')lpil $(3)). An examination of (22) and (25) shows that
the largest dipole moment will arise from the use of

and acorresponding transition rate

so that using (44)
1

where I is theintensity and el and e2 the dielectric constantsat o1 and 0 2 ,respectively, and nl and n2 are the
refractive indices.
The exponential gain coefficient describing the amplification of the field at w2 is obtained from

where we dropped the term i y in the first two factors in the
denominators. These must be reintroduced if operation is
such that om,z o1or ogn
Ewl.
We will assume that the summation over m is dominated by
one term where wmn2: wl. Also, that o1and w2 are chosen
so that for some level s = k w k n = o1- w2. We thus simplify
(47) to
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. E ~ E T E ~ + C.C.

P

(48)

l2

where P(w2) is the complex amplitude of the polarization at
w 2 . From (48) and (49) we obtain

The average power per unit volume generated at w2 is
a 2Eo

l2 IEl2
l2X;;
p=-

(5 1)

IB2

XR =

-

(52)

*

An examination of (50) shows that when y = 0, xR is real and
p = 0. The convergence factor y in the Feynman formalism
is thus fundamentallyrelated totheproblem ofpowerdissipation. Let us for a moment consider y as a parameter and
calculate the power p . We obtain

&"

(b)

to termsfor which wkn
- w 2 , i.e., total (photon+atom)
energy
conservation.
This
last considerationautomatically
results in the use of $ ( 2 ) in (44) as a ket vector.
If we apply the same procedure to derive the nonlinear
susceptibility attheanti-Stokesfrequency
o3= w1 + wkn
(wl = laser frequency, k and n are the levels shown in Fig. 4)
we obtain
(Pi

xk ixk

- r,ug

Fig. 5. Energy levels and Feynmandiagrams involved in two-photon
Raman scattering.

(w3)

where

-

k

n

(a)

(49)

E2

IW'

k

n

We define a nonlinear Raman susceptibility by
P ~ w z '= N ( p i )= € 0 X R I E I

-----

-e'-f

-

(2)

) - ( k W 3 ,w ,

(1)

lPA$u, )

as the only term oscillating at w 3 with anenergyconserving
denominator (akn
- o3f wl).
We define a nonlinear anti-Stokes susceptibilityX A S by
Pjw3)

=N(p$w3w
=Beo) )

/ElI2E3

and obtain by a procedure similar to that leading to (48) and
(50)
N
XAS =

-N
x;; = -

(PI ) & n ( P i ) m k ( P 2

)mkY

4A3€o(w,n-w1)2[(Wkn-w~+W2)2ty21

(53)

and from (51) (putting i = 2 since only the polarization component along E2 contributes to absorption)

.[

rn

c-

(Pi)km(P3)gm(~l)gk(Pl)mn

g ( a g n - 03

,(wkn

-

+ i ~ g n ) ( w m +n a

w 3 t w1 t i y ).

1 -

1

i~mn)

(56)

Equating (54) to (55) and taking p i = p2 gives

We note that instead of having -iy in the last factor as in (50)
we now have t i y . Thisis due to the use of,:;$
!
as a bra
rather than a ket. It
follows directly that the signof x i s is
opposite tothat of :x and,consequently,that
anti-Stokes
radiation at w 3 in the presence of a laser field is attenuated.
We are thus encouraged to believe, on the basisof the
Ramanexamples, thatthe proceduredescribedabove
leads
to the correct lineshape functions. Anylingering doubt can
always be resolved by comparing
the result against those obtained by the use of the density matrixformalism [7] .

We thus obtained an explicit expression for the transition lineshape function g [ c d k n - ( a 1 - 0 2 ) 1 . We now find that the
result of thecoherenttreatment
in which theproblem is
treated by the induced dipole agrees exactly with the transitionrateapproach ifwe merelyregard y as the Lorentzian
width of the k + n transition.
The correct form of the lineshape function x
: and its sign
depend on the sign of y in (53). We find that the procedure
followedyielded
thecorrect result. In thisprocedure we
chose the sign of y to insure that $(t)does not depend on the
"starting" time ro -+ --oo and then simply limited the derivation

V. TWO-PHOTON RAMANPROCESSES
As the last application of the evolution operatortechniques we consider the problem of two-photon Raman transitions of the type considered in Fig. 5. These processes were
described by Yatsiv et al. [ 6 ] . We shall expand this discussion
andshow how theseprocessescanbedescribedusing
the
formalism of nonlinear optics.
In the first of theseprocesses [Fig. 5(a)] onephoton at
s1and one photon at w2 are absorbed and a photon at 0 3 is
emitted, while the atom (molecule)makes a transition from
the initial state n to some final state k. In the second process
one photon (ol)
is absorbedwhile photons w2 and 0 3 are
emitted during the same transition.

Thispower must be the sameas that calculatedusing the
transition rate approach leading to (41). The latter leads to
p=NWn+kfiwz

YARIV: TIME EVOLUTKON
ANDOPERATORS
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Theanalysisof both these processes is similar and the results for Fig. S(b) canbe obtainedfrom those ofFig. 5(a)
by reversing the sign of o2
Using the formalism of nonlinear optics,the
scattering
events of Fig. 5 can be represented by
p w 3 = w 1 - ' w I + w z - w z + w=3
(w - w 1 - w , + w z - w 2 + w 3 )

949

- -

~

€ 0 ~ ~ 2 ~ '

IEl l2

IE2

l2

E3

(5 7)

so that we may expect an amplification (or attenuation)at
w3 with an exponential constant proportional to (Ell2 (E2l2
in analogy withtheone-photon Raman process (43). Alternatively, we can, as in Section IV, obtain the gain or loss by
calculating the transition rate per atom for the process illustrated in Fig. 5(a).
By direct analogy withthe calculation leading to (39) we
obtain for the probability YjC(t)of finding an atom in statek

- o1- w 3 ) - lo1',
If we assume that 1, 106W/cm, (asn
i.e., near-resonant tuning, p IOe3' MKS, we obtain
gR2

=gR

so that, usinr intense laser sources tuned near atomic resonances, it may be possible to obtain two-photon Raman gain
approaching those of normal Raman processes.
Unlike frequency addition and multiplication,this process
does not require phase matching. This is due to the fact that
if the spatial phase factors are included in (57) they will cancel out, since each field amplitude is multiplied by its complex conjugate except for E3. The induced polarization
P(w3) thus has the same spatial phase as E3 and the interaction is spatially cumulative. If the interaction region is provided with feedback, oscillation at w3 may result.
To describe the same process using the concept of nonlinear
Raman susceptibility, we proceed to derive the dipole moment
per atom ( p j ) at o3induced in the presence of fields at wl,
w 2 , and 0 3 . Resonant corntributions to the
fifth-order
dipole moment arise from
( P i ) = ( $ - (w2l), - w 2

I ~ U ~ ~(J3/ )- ~ , , - ~ , , ~ , ) + C ~ C .

(63)

From ( 2 5 ) and (26) we obtain
'g(wkn = 0

1

t

(59)

- 0 3 ) .

The power per unit volume generated at w3 is thus
P(O3)

(60)

= w n - + k N n f i i w 3 =gRZ13

where the two-photon Raman gain gRp is

Nnn~3(~1)kn(~2)%s(~3)~kn1122M311~2
gR2 = - x 3

4h c E (wmn- o ~ ) ~ (-o~1, ,- ~
* g ( w k n= 0

1

0 2

-

c33)

2

)

~

(61)
the

Let us assume that w1 and o2are adjusted so that for some
levels 1 and m ,ozn wl while w,
o1t w2 . Also, thata
level k exists such that cdkn o1t w2 - w 3 . Keeping only
resonant term of (65) we obtain
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where 2yji is the full width at half maximum ofthe i -+I
transition.
It follows immediately thatthe
presence of a negative
xkz causes an amplification at w3 with an exponential gain
constant [7]

(69)

where we used Ij= cei [EiI2/2nj. The result (70) for gR2 is
identical with (61) once we associate the second factor in
(70) with the normalized lineshape function g[wk, - (wl t
a 2 - w3)I.
We thus find thatthe gain exercised bythe wave E3 is
proportional to the product 1112of the intensities at w1 and
w 2 , so that a stimulated Raman emission at w3 may be expected at some critical value of IlI,.
The analysis of thetwo-photon (emissive) Raman process
shown in Fig. 5(bj is similar. All we need to do to obtain the
gain at 0 3 is to replace w2 by -a2.A fundamental difference
between the two processes, however, would be revealed had
we considered the consequence of the quantized nature of
the field operators. The temporal rate of the photon number
at w3 corresponding to the process in Fig. 5(a) is

while that of Fig. 5(b) is

where n j is the number of photons at a i ,C1 and C2 are rate

constants.It follows immediately thatthe stimulated emission of photons inFig. 5(a) requires the simultaneous presence of the fields at w1 and a2while in Fig. 5(b) stimulation
can take place with a single input at wl, since dn,/dz > 0
when 123 = n2 = 0.
We may also notethatthe emissive two-photon Raman
process of Fig. 5(b) can be used to generate long wavelength
radiation at w 3 .

To summarize, the formalism of time evolution operators and
the related technique of Feynman diagrams was applied to a
variety of multiphoton processes in nonlinear optics. The formalism affords a direct and orderly treatment of complicated
high-order processes and makes it possible to obtain directly
the nonlinear susceptibilities describing these interactions.
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Temperature and Wavelength Dependent Properties
of Multiplate Reflectors

Abstract-This paper describes a llew approach to the design of multielement resonant reflectors. These mirrors provide an effective means
of controlling the spectral spread of high-gain laser oscillators, but the
complexity of the reflectivity as a function of
wavelength R ( h ) has
made the design of these systems rather difficult. However, we show
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that bymaking a two-dimensional plot of reflectivity
versus wavelength
andtemperature,one
can obtain several parameters of thesystem
reveal.Simplealgebraic
immediately that an R ( h ) plotdoesnot
expressions for some of these parameters are
given, and a configuration for an improved four-element wavelength selector based on these
results is presented.

INTRODUCTION
ULTIPLATE resonant reflectors haveproved
useful
as cavity mirrors in high-gain laser oscillators which

M

